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ABSTRACT

A modular helmet-mask assembly for protecting a user's
head and face from hazards Such as from chemical and bio

logical warfare agents. The invention includes an impact
resistant helmet; a face protection assembly, which can be
attached and detached from the helmet; and a transparent,
impact resistant lens. The face protection assembly includes
an impact resistant face protection shell with a vision port,
through which the transparent lens can be positioned; a flex
ible nosecup assembly positioned to engage the mouth and
nose of the user, which also includes a breathe-through air
flow assembly and filter unit; and a flexible face seal which
Surrounds the nosecup assembly and lens and engages the
face of the user. An adjustable head harness is attached to the
shell or face seal, for adjustably securing the face seal and
nosecup to the user's face to maximize comfort and protec
tion while preventing fogging of the lens.
14 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets
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MODULAR HELMET MASKASSEMBLY
GOVERNMENT INTEREST

The invention described herein may be manufactured,
licensed, and used by or for the U.S. Government.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to respiratory masks, or more
particularly to modular respiratory masks that offer protec
tion from hazardous chemical and/or biological warfare
agents and the like.
2. Description of the Related Art
Protective masks are currently used by the military for
protection against chemical and biological contaminants.
However, Such masks often impose a Substantial physiologi
cal burden on the wearer. These masks are typically difficult
to wear for prolonged periods because they are relatively
bulky and heavy, have high breathing resistance, impair
vision and communications, cause thermal stress, physical
discomfort, and degrade job performance. Furthermore, the
demands placedon Such protective masks for use by the crews
of military vehicles, such as land and sea vehicles and aircraft,
are even greater due to the limitations on the size or bulk of
Such masks in crowded crew cabins, the need to avoid fogging
of the lenses, and crew person exhaustion from heat buildup,
physical discomfort, and respiratory effort.
Thus, mask systems used by military crews, and particu
larly vehicle crews, must be optimized for minimal bulk and
weight, in order to readily fit within the limited crew space
provided. In addition, such masks must be optimized to pro
vide a sufficient flow of purified air for enhancing respiration
and comfort, while minimizing lens fogging, heat stress, res
piratory effort, and excessive pressure caused by the mask
seals on contacted parts of the user's face and head.
Previous efforts to provide crew masks include the U.S.
Army M45 (Aircrew) and M42 (Combat Vehicle) masks.
These masks use a standard six-point Suspension system and
an intern periphery design, where the contact point/seal
between the mask and the skin of the user is provided by an
inwardly turned mask edge. However, the M45 has no pow
ered blower system due to weight and logistic concerns.
While the M45 provides adequate unblown protection and
defogging properties, this crew mask is known to be some
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Thus, there remains a need in the art for a crew mask for

protection against chemical or biological toxic agents that
provides a comfortable face seal and helmet interface and an

The invention provides a modular helmet-mask assembly
which comprises:
(a) a helmet capable of enclosing the head of a user, said
helmet comprising an impact resistant material; and
(b) a face protection assembly, alternately attachable to and
detachable from a front part of said helmet, which face pro
tection assembly comprises
(i) a face protection shell comprising an impact resistant
material;

(ii) a vision port through the shell at the level of the eyes of
a user,
40
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what uncomfortable when used in combination with helmet

systems, such as aircrew helmets, due to the harness buckles
and the presence of the intern seal in the forehead area, where
a crew helmet can press the seal into the forehead. In addition,
the lack of a powered blower system results in high breathing
resistance, adding to crew fatigue.
In an alternative approach, the U.S. Air Force AERP mask
system eliminates the face seal, in favor of a neck seal design.
In addition, both the U.S. Army M48/M49 and the U.S. Air
Force AERP use a dual canister blower system for providing
the overpressure needed for protection against inward diffu
sion of toxic agents, and to provide additional airflow for
keeping the lenses free of moisture or fog. Existing blowers
are built to provide for airflow rates of approximately 4 cubic
feet per minute (CFM) and attendant overpressure. Given the
need for an air flow of approximately 4 CFM, the presently
employed blowers for all current crew mask systems are
Sub-optimal in size and bulk.
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optimized size and bulk of the equipment, while still provid
ing adequate protection and defogging.
The present invention provides a solution to this problem.
The invention includes a modular helmet-mask assembly
which includes a helmet, a face protection assembly, and a
transparent, impact resistant lens. The helmet is made of an
impact resistant material for protecting the user's head. The
face protection assembly, which can be attached and detached
from the helmet, includes a face protection shell which is also
made of an impact resistant material, for protecting the head
and face of the user. The shell includes a vision port through
the shell at the level of the eyes of a user, through which a
transparent lens can be positioned for protection of the user's
eyes. The face protection assembly includes a flexible nos
ecup assembly within the shell and flexible face seal on an
inner surface of the shell. The flexible nosecup assembly is
positioned to engage the mouth and nose of the user, and it
includes a breathe-through airflow assembly and filter unit.
The flexible face seal is disposed on an inner surface of the
shell around the nosecup assembly and the lens, such that the
face seal engages the face of the user. A strap or harness is
attached to the shell or face seal, for adjustably securing the
face seal and nosecup to the user's face to maximize comfort
and protection while preventing fogging of the lens.

(iii) a flexible nosecup assembly within the shell, which
nosecup assembly is positioned to engage the mouth and
nose of a user, said nosecup comprising a breathe
through airflow assembly and a filter unit;
(iv) a flexible face seal, disposed on an inner surface of the
shell around the nosecup assembly and the vision port,
which face seal is capable of engaging the face of a user;
and
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(V) an adjustable head harness attached at an Surface of the
shell or the face seal which is capable of engaging the
back of a user's head to thereby adjustably secure the
face seal and nosecup assembly to a user's face, and
(c) either (i) or (ii):
(i) a transparent, impact resistant lens fixed to the vision
port at the level of the eyes of a user;
(ii) a transparent, impact resistant lens rotatably attached at
the front part of the helmet and positioned to alternately
engage and disengage with the vision port of the shell at
the level of the eyes of a user.
The invention also provides a method for protecting a
user's face from chemicals which comprises:
(I) providing a modular helmet-mask assembly which com
prises
(a) a helmet capable of enclosing the head of a user, said
helmet comprising an impact resistant material; and
(b) a face protection assembly, alternately attachable to and
detachable from a front part of said helmet, which face
protection assembly comprises
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(i) a face protection shell comprising an impact resistant
material;

(ii) a vision port through the shell at the level of the eyes
of a user;

(iii) a flexible nosecup assembly within the shell, which
nosecup assembly is positioned to engage the mouth
and nose of a user, said nosecup comprising a breathe
through airflow assembly and a filter unit;
(iv) a flexible face seal, disposed on an inner surface of
the shell around the nosecup assembly and the vision
port, which face seal is capable of engaging the face of

5

hooks, and the like.
10

a user; and

(v) an adjustable head harness attached at an Surface of
the shell or the face seal which is capable of engaging
the back of a user's head to thereby adjustably secure
the face seal and nosecup assembly to a user's face,

15

and

(c) either (i) or (ii):
(i) a transparent, impact resistant lens fixed to the vision
port at the level of the eyes of a user;
(ii) a transparent, impact resistant lens rotatably attached
at the front part of the helmet and positioned to alter
nately engage and disengage with the vision port of
the shell at the level of the eyes of a user;
(II) placing the face protection assembly onto a user's head
Such that the flexible face seal engages the user's face, and
Such that the nosecup assembly engages the user's mouth and

25

nose;

(III) adjusting the an adjustable head harness Such that the
face seal and nosecup are secured to the user's face;
(IV) placing the helmet onto the user's head such that the
helmet encloses the user's head and attaching the helmet to
the face protection assembly; and
(V) adjusting the helmet to secure the helmet, face seal, and
nosecup assembly to the user's head.

4
The helmet has a front part 21 and a rear part 22. As shown
in FIGS. 1 and 2, the front part 21 is attachable to and detach
able from the face protection assembly 30. The helmet 10
preferably comprises attachment fasteners 27 for attaching
and detaching the front part 21 of the helmet to the face
protection assembly 30 as shown in FIG. 1. Suitable attach
ment fasteners nonexclusively include clips, Snaps, straps,
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

As shown in FIG. 2, the helmet 20 may comprise ear cups
29 for protection of the user's ears, or for radio communica
tions purposes. The helmet may also contain an optional
communications assembly comprising a microphone, a
speaker, a transmitter and a receiver integrated with said
helmet. FIG. 3 shows a communications port 28 which may
be used to access Sucha communications assembly, if present.
FIG.3 also shows a rear view of the helmet portion which
has a position adjustable adjustment pad 25 which is prefer
ably attached to a rear part 22 of the helmet 20. The adjust
ment pad 25 is capable of engaging the back of the user's
head. The adjustment pad 25 comprises an impact resistant
material, which is preferably the same material as the helmet
portion and is capable of being adjusted to push the user's
head forward towards a front part 21 of the helmet 20, and
adjustably securing the face protection assembly to a user's
face, as described below. The adjustment pad 25 may be
adjusted using a tightening adjustment knob 23 or a tighten
ing adjustment lever, or the like. FIGS. 1 and 2 show such a
tightening adjustment knob 23 on the helmet 20. A suitable
narrow band may be attached at one end to an inside of the
helmet wall as well as to the adjustment pad 25 and then the
tightening adjustment knob. 23. The tightening adjustment
knob. 23 can the be turned, causing the adjustment pad 25 to
move forward from the rear part 22 of the helmet towards the
front part 21 of the helmet. Such action may be taken to move
a user's head forward in the helmet, towards the mask portion
of the helmet-mask assembly 10. The helmet may further
comprise other additional features such as interior padding
and the like.

FIG. 1 shows a perspective view of a helmet-mask assem
bly of the invention showing the helmet portion attached to
the face protection assembly portion.

40

FIG. 2 shows a view of a helmet and mask of the helmet

mask assembly showing the helmet portion separated from
the face protection assembly portion.
FIG.3 shows a rear side perspective view of a helmet of the

45

invention.

FIG. 4 shows an inside view of a face protection assembly
of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

The invention provides a helmet-mask assembly for pro
tecting the face and head of a user. FIGS. 1 and 2 respectively
show a helmet-mask assembly 10 according to the invention

50

thereof.
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in assembled and disassembled condition. As shown in FIG.

1, the helmet-mask assembly 10 comprises a helmet portion
20 and a mask portion, or face protection assembly, 30.
The helmet portion 20 is capable of enclosing the head of a
user, and comprises an outer protective surface comprising an
impact resistant material Suitable for protecting the user's
head. Suitable materials for the outer protective surface non
exclusively include graphite, fiberglass, Kevlar R (available
commercially from E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company,
Wilmington, Del., USA), Spectra.R. (available commercially
from Honeywell International Inc. of Morristown, N.J.,
USA), and the like, and combinations thereof.

The mask portion, or face protection assembly, 30, com
prises a face protection shell 31, a vision port 32, a flexible
nosecup assembly 33, a flexible face seal 34, and an adjust
able head harness 35 attached to harness clips 36. The face
protection shell 31 comprises an impact resistant material
suitable for protecting a user's face. Suitable materials for the
face protection shell nonexclusively include those listed
above for the outer helmet surface including graphite, fiber
glass, Kevlar R (available commercially from E. I. duPont de
Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del., USA), Spectra.R.
(available commercially from Honeywell International Inc.
of Morristown, N.J., USA), and the like, and combinations
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The vision port 32 comprises an opening extending
through the face protection shell 31 at the level of the eyes of
a user. The vision port32 is sufficiently sized to allow the user
to see through the shell 31 when it engages the user's head.
The vision port 32 may optionally be fitted with a transparent,
impact resistant lens, as described below.
The flexible nosecup assembly 33 is positioned on an
inside surface of the face protection shell 31 such that the
nosecup assembly 33 is capable of engaging the mouth and
nose of the user. The nosecup assembly 33 comprises a flex
ible material, preferably an elastic material Such as silicone
rubber, and the like, and combinations thereof. The nosecup
assembly 33 also comprises a breathe-through airflow assem
bly 38 and a filter unit 39 which may either be fitted inside of
the nosecup assembly 33, or may be externally attached to it.
Such breathe-through airflow assemblies may be a simple
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filter arrangement or may be attached to an oxygen Supply as
are well known in the art. The nosecup assembly 33 may
optionally further comprise a port for connecting a source of
breathing oxygen to the nosecup. The filter unit preferably
comprises a filter element comprising a material capable of
filtering chemical vapors and biological aerosols. Suitable
filter materials nonexclusively include carbon filters such as
bonded or packed-bed carbon filters. The nosecup assembly
may also further comprise a negative pressure filter assembly,
a positive pressure filter blower device, or a circulating filter

5

10

blower device as are well known in the art.

The flexible face seal 34 is disposed on an inner surface and
edge of the face protection shell 31, around the nosecup
assembly 33 and the vision port 32. The face seal 34 is capable
of engaging with the face of a user. This serves to protect the
user's face from the entry of harmful chemical and biological

user's face.
15

hazards and the like. Suitable materials for the flexible face

seal nonexclusively include an elastic material Such as sili
cone rubber, and the like. The flexible face seal may comprise
a material which is the same or different from the material of

the flexible nosecup.
The adjustable head harness 35 is attached at a surface of
the face protection shell 31 or the face seal 34. The head
harness 35 is preferably capable of engaging the back of a
user's head to thereby adjustably secure the face seal 34 and
nosecup assembly 33 to the user's face. The head harness 35
may comprise a strap, band, belt, skullcap, or the like, and
may comprise any suitable material Such as cloth, elastic,
plastic, leather, and combinations thereof. In a preferred
embodiment, shown in FIG.4, the head harness 35 comprises
a strap which is attached to the face seal 34 by threading the
strap through harness clips 36 attached to the face seal 34.
The face protection assembly 30 is alternately attachable to
and detachable from the front part 21 of the helmet 20. The
face protection assembly 30 preferably comprises attachment
fasteners 37 for attaching and detaching the front part 21 of
the helmet to the face protection assembly 30 as shown in
FIGS. 1 and 2. Suitable attachment fasteners nonexclusively
include clips, Snaps, straps, hooks, and the like. FIG. 2 shows
an embodiment wherein the face protection assembly 30
comprises a clip 37 capable of engaging a clip 27 on the
helmet 20, for attaching the face protection assembly 30 to the
helmet 20. The face protection assembly 30 may optionally
comprise other additional attached or integrated features Such
as a communications assembly, as described above, an elec
tronic display, and the like.
The invention further comprises a transparent, impact
resistant lens 40 which serves to protect the user's eyes.
According to the invention, the lens 40 may be fixed to the
vision port 32 at the level of the eyes of a user. Alternatively
it may be attached at a front part 21 of the helmet 20 and
positioned to alternately engage and disengage with the
vision port 32 of the face protection shell 31 at the level of the
eyes of a user by rotating up into the inside of the helmet 20.

While the present invention has been particularly shown
and described with reference to preferred embodiments, it
will be readily appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art
that various changes and modifications may be made without
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. It is
intended that the claims be interpreted to cover the disclosed
embodiment, those alternatives which have been discussed

above and all equivalents thereto.
What is claimed is:
25
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In an embodiment where the lens 40 is fixed to the vision

55

port 32, it may be fixed using any Suitable means Such as
bonding, gluing, Screwing, and the like. In an embodiment
where the lens 40 is attached at the front part 21 of the helmet
20, it may be attached using any suitable means, such as via a
rotatable hinge or the like, which would allow a user to
alternately engage and disengage the lens 40 with the vision
port 32 of the face protection shell 31 at the level of the eyes
of a user. Suitable materials for the lens 40 nonexclusively
include polycarbonate, polyurethane, and the like, and com

60

binations thereof.
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In a preferred embodiment, the face protection assembly
30 is placed onto a user's head such that the flexible face seal

6
34 engages the user's face, and Such that the nosecup assem
bly 33 engages the user's mouth and nose. The adjustable
head harness is adjusted Such that the face seal 34 and nos
ecup 33 are secured to the user's face. The helmet 20 is then
placed onto the user's head such that the helmet 20 encloses
the user's head, and the helmet 20 is attached to the face
protection assembly 30. A position adjustable adjustment pad
25 of the helmet 20 engages the back of the user's head. The
adjustment pad 25 is adjusted by turning a tightening adjust
ment knob 32 such that it pushes the user's head forward
towards a front part 21 of the helmet 20, thereby adjustably
securing the face seal 34 and nosecup assembly 33 to the

1. A modular helmet-mask assembly which comprises:
(a) a helmet capable of enclosing the head of a user, said
helmet comprising an impact resistant material; and
(b) a face protection assembly, alternately attachable to and
detachable from a front part of said helmet, which face
protection assembly comprises
(i) a face protection shell comprising an impact resistant
material;

(ii) a vision port through the shell at the level of the eyes
of a user;
(iii) a flexible nosecup assembly within the shell, which
nosecup assembly is positioned to engage the mouth
and nose of a user, said nosecup comprising a breathe
through airflow assembly and a filter unit;
(iv) a flexible face seal, disposed on an inner surface of
the shell around the nosecup assembly and the vision
port, which face seal is capable of engaging the face of
a user; and

(V)anadjustable head harness attached at a surface of the
shell or the face seal which is capable of engaging the
back of a user's head to thereby adjustably secure the
face seal and nosecup assembly to a user's face, and
(c) either (i) or (ii):
(i) a transparent, impact resistant lens fixed to the vision
port at the level of the eyes of a user;
(ii) a transparent, impact resistant lens rotatably attached
at the front part of the helmet and positioned to alter
nately engage and disengage with the vision port of
the shell at the level of the eyes of a user.
2. The modular helmet-mask assembly of claim 1 further
comprising a position adjustable adjustment pad attached at a
rear part of said helmet which engages the back of a user's
head to thereby adjustably secure the face seal and nosecup
assembly to a user's face.
3. The modular helmet-mask assembly of claim 2 wherein
said adjustable adjustment pad comprises a tightening adjust
ment knob or a tightening adjustment lever.
4. The modular helmet-mask assembly of claim 1 compris
ing a transparent, impact resistant lens fixed to the vision port
at the level of the eyes of a user.
5. The modular helmet-mask assembly of claim 1 compris
ing a transparent, impact resistant lens rotatably attached at
the front part of the helmet and positioned to alternately
engage and disengage with the vision port of the shell at the
level of the eyes of a user.
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6. The modular helmet-mask assembly of claim 1 wherein
the impact resistant shell material comprises graphite, fiber
glass, or combinations thereof.
7. The modular helmet-mask assembly of claim 1 wherein
the impact resistant lens comprises polycarbonate, polyure

8
ing the back of a user's head to thereby adjustably
secure the face seal and nosecup assembly to a
user's face, and
5

thane, or combinations thereof.

8. The modular helmet-mask assembly of claim 1 wherein
the face seal and nosecup comprise an elastic material.
9. The modular helmet-mask assembly of claim 1 wherein
the filter unit comprises a filter element comprising a material
capable of filtering chemical vapors and biological aerosols.
10. The modular helmet-mask assembly of claim9 wherein
the filter element comprises a carbon filter.
11. A method for protecting a user's face from chemicals
which comprises:
(I) providing a modular helmet-mask assembly which
comprises
(a) a helmet capable of enclosing the head of a user, said
helmet comprising an impact resistant material; and
(b) a face protection assembly, alternately attachable to
and detachable from a front part of said helmet, which
face protection assembly comprises
(i) a face protection shell comprising an impact resis
tant material;

(ii) a vision port through the shell at the level of the
eyes of a user;
(iii) a flexible nosecup assembly within the shell,
which nosecup assembly is positioned to engage
the mouth and nose of a user, said nosecup com
prising a breathe-through airflow assembly and a
filter unit;
(iv) a flexible face seal, disposed on an inner Surface
of the shell around the nosecup assembly and the
vision port, which face seal is capable of engaging
the face of a user; and

(V) an adjustable head harness attached at a surface of
the shell or the face seal which is capable of engag

10

(c) either (i) or (ii):
(i) a transparent, impact resistant lens fixed to the
vision port at the level of the eyes of a user;
(ii) a transparent, impact resistant lens rotatably
attached at the front part of the helmet and posi
tioned to alternately engage and disengage with the
vision port of the shell at the level of the eyes of a
user,

(II) placing the face protection assembly onto a user's head
Such that the flexible face seal engages the user's face,
and Such that the nosecup assembly engages the user's
15

mouth and nose;

(III) adjusting the adjustable head harness such that the
face seal and nosecup are secured to the user's face;
(IV) placing the helmet onto the user's head such that the
helmet encloses the users head and attaching the helmet
to the face protection assembly; and
(V) adjusting the helmet to secure the helmet, face seal, and
nosecup assembly to the users head.
12. The method of claim 11 wherein the modular helmet

25
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mask assembly further comprises a position adjustable
adjustment pad attached at a rear part of said helmet which
engages the back of a user's head to thereby adjustably secure
the face seal and nosecup assembly to a user's face, the
method further comprising adjusting the adjustment pad Such
that the face seal and nosecup are secured to the user's face.
13. The method of claim 11 wherein the modular helmet

mask assembly comprises a transparent, impact resistant lens
fixed to the vision port at the level of the eyes of a user.
14. The method of claim 11 wherein the modular helmet

35

mask assembly comprises a transparent, impact resistant lens
rotatably attached at the front part of the helmet and posi
tioned to alternately engage and disengage with the vision
port of the shell at the level of the eyes of a user.
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